Abstract Virtual simulation of bone drilling interventions in middle ear surgery has reached a level close to reality. The aim of our study was to evaluate the quality of patient specific models as well as the benefit of preoperative simulation for the surgical procedure to follow. Models based on 0.4 mm CT slice distances or better were found to be excellent in handling, acceptable in showing mastoidal organs and helpful in giving an impression of the individual surgical situation, although landmarks are easier detected in the vital mastoid. Depending on the patient's complexity level, the quality of preoperative rehearsal of bone drilling interventions in middle ear surgery is substantially improved by individual preoperative virtual simulation of the procedure. Keywords Temporal bone AE Virtual surgery AE Haptic feedback AE Simulation AE Mastoidectomy 1. Introduction In the past years methods of simulation for education and training in surgery have reached a high degree of maturity [3]. One example is the VOXEL-MAN TempoSurg simulator for training bone drilling interventions in middle ear surgery that offers the possibility to learn about temporal bone anatomy efficiently as well as to perform procedures with realistic visual and haptic feedback [1]. This is done on the basis of virtual specimens derived by detailed segmentation from CT data of real patients. Although these training cases cover a spectrum of different anatomical and pathological situations, they cannot be representative for all situations occurring in real surgery. It is therefore desirable to have tools for rehearsing especially complex operations such as cholesteatoma surgery or operations in difficult individual anatomy in advance of the intervention on the basis of patient specific models. Typically the clinical use of patient specific models is problematic because the segmentation step is too laborious and time consuming. It is the purpose of this paper to prove the hypothesis, that a simple threshold based segmentation scheme embedded in a user friendly system for bone drilling and navigation is useful for planning of interventions for actual patients. In detail the following questions must be answered: What spatial resolution of the CT images is needed? Does the segmented model show enough anatomic detail like the facial nerve or the sigmoid sinus? Is the time expenditure affordable? And finally: to what extent is the real procedure and its safety improved by the preoperative rehearsal? 2. Method For the study the VOXEL-MAN TempoSurg simulator was used. It allows bone drilling with high resolution (''subvoxel'') visual and haptic feedback [2]. It was complemented by new features for patient specific processing. A data import module allows the quick and easy creation of a voxel volume from an imported sequence of DICOM CT images. After the import the surgeon can interactively choose a threshold range for defining the bony structures he is interested in. For bringing the created model into the desired position the model is converted within seconds into a surface model, thus allowing to perform a change of viewing parameters in real time. For the drilling simulation, the voxel model is used which provides a higher resolution. For answering the question of the requirements to the original data, a set of 20 CT acquisitions of the petrous bone acquired in clinical routine work were processed and the intervention simulated by an expert ENT surgeon. For assessing the usefulness in a real intervention selected cases from the routine program were processed the same way before the real intervention as it is shown in Fig. 1 for a patient who underwent saccotomy because of Morbus Meniere.
Introduction
In the past years methods of simulation for education and training in surgery have reached a high degree of maturity [3] . One example is the VOXEL-MAN TempoSurg simulator for training bone drilling interventions in middle ear surgery that offers the possibility to learn about temporal bone anatomy efficiently as well as to perform procedures with realistic visual and haptic feedback [1] . This is done on the basis of virtual specimens derived by detailed segmentation from CT data of real patients. Although these training cases cover a spectrum of different anatomical and pathological situations, they cannot be representative for all situations occurring in real surgery. It is therefore desirable to have tools for rehearsing especially complex operations such as cholesteatoma surgery or operations in difficult individual anatomy in advance of the intervention on the basis of patient specific models. Typically the clinical use of patient specific models is problematic because the segmentation step is too laborious and time consuming. It is the purpose of this paper to prove the hypothesis, that a simple threshold based segmentation scheme embedded in a user friendly system for bone drilling and navigation is useful for planning of interventions for actual patients. In detail the following questions must be answered: What spatial resolution of the CT images is needed? Does the segmented model show enough anatomic detail like the facial nerve or the sigmoid sinus? Is the time expenditure affordable? And finally: to what extent is the real procedure and its safety improved by the preoperative rehearsal? 2. Method For the study the VOXEL-MAN TempoSurg simulator was used. It allows bone drilling with high resolution (''subvoxel'') visual and haptic feedback [2] . It was complemented by new features for patient specific processing. A data import module allows the quick and easy creation of a voxel volume from an imported sequence of DICOM CT images. After the import the surgeon can interactively choose a threshold range for defining the bony structures he is interested in. For bringing the created model into the desired position the model is converted within seconds into a surface model, thus allowing to perform a change of viewing parameters in real time. For the drilling simulation, the voxel model is used which provides a higher resolution. For answering the question of the requirements to the original data, a set of 20 CT acquisitions of the petrous bone acquired in clinical routine work were processed and the intervention simulated by an expert ENT surgeon. For assessing the usefulness in a real intervention selected cases from the routine program were processed the same way before the real intervention as it is shown in Fig. 1 for a patient who underwent saccotomy because of Morbus Meniere.
Results

Image quality
It turned out that the CT images must meet the following quality criteria: On the transverse cross-sections the auditory ossicles must be visible as distinct objects, and the lateral semicircular duct and facial nerve must be visible as voids in the bone structure. This leads to a required slice distance and slice thickness of 0.4 mm or better.
Adequacy of the models
Concerning the anatomical detail of the models thus generated, it can be shown that all landmarks like the sinus sigmoideus, the skull base or the incus can be detected and that the location of organs at risk (nervus facialis, lateral semicircular duct) can be derived from the unveiled anatomy. This finding brings the quality of simulation close to exercising with cadaveric specimens with the 
Time consumption
The mean time expenditure for the preparation of the data (see Table 1 ) turned out to be 5 min for a doctor who had 2 h of making acquainted himself with the system. The time for the simulation of the intervention is up to the one needed for the real one depending on the surgeons need to simulate more or less details. 3.4 Value of the rehearsal As a main result it turned out that the simulation mimics in decisive points (understanding of individual anatomy, extension of malformations, haptic feeling of the drilling process) the real surgical situation. The auditory ossicles are clearly visible and the location of other sensible organs such as the facial nerve, the semicircular ducts or the sigmoid sinus can be inferred from the surrounding bone anatomy (Fig. 1) . The absence of distinct landmarks, as they are present in segmented models or in the vital mastoid is counterbalanced by the possibility of navigating on the basis of the CT crosssections (Fig. 2) .
Conclusion
All together we can state, that the quality of preoperative rehearsal of bone drilling interventions in middle ear surgery is substantially improved by the above described preoperative simulation. By using patient specific models, virtual mastoid surgery has the potential to become part of the clinical routine besides being an excellent education and training procedure. Of course, radiation exposure and available time will limit the procedures to selected cases, for example extensive cholesteatoma or skull base interventions. Abstract The needle biopsy of thyroid gland nodules is a very common procedure and bad performance of the professional may provoke injuries in organs near the thyroid gland, causing greater complications to the patient's health. A better training of professionals may provide more practice and fewer problems. For this purpose, a needle biopsy simulator guided by ultrasound is being developed specifically for thyroid gland nodules, since the incidence of this type of anomaly has increased. It consists of the use of virtual reality techniques and special devices for the training of professionals in the accomplishment of this procedure. The physician and also students would acquire enough experience to carry through the procedure and with adjusted training the procedure could be more accurated each time. To realize a successful needle biopsy, the system requires high precision in the performance of the users. Keywords Medical simulator AE Virtual reality AE Haptic device AE Biopsy AE Thyroid gland 1. Introduction Currently, one of the great concerns of the medical community is the fast and promising recovery of the patient, causing least discomfort. This involves the welfare of the patient, and better, how much less invasive the medical procedure to which the patient was submitted, better its recovery and minor the risk of complications of any medical nature. This fact confirms the great interest of the medical community in the study and accomplishment of minimally invasive surgeries, providing minor incision into the patient as possible.
In the last few years, needle biopsy is a procedure that has being considered the most important way to provide more accurated diagnosis of tumors. It is a simple, safe, of low cost and minimally invasive method. Ahead of all the cases that the needle biopsy procedure is applied, one of the most trivial and required is of thyroid gland nodules. It consists in a common procedure and the bad performance of the physician may cause injuries of organs near the thyroid and even some complications to the patient's health. A better training of professionals can increase accuracy and minimize problems. However, virtual reality techniques supply to all necessary resources to this procedure simulation that, with haptic devices, can promote the professionals training to realize this procedure.
With the purpose to provide the training of physicians to perform needle biopsy of thyroid gland nodules, it was developed a medical simulator guided by ultrasound using virtual reality techniques and special haptic devices.
Methods
This system was implemented using C++ language and OpenGL and OpenHaptics Toolkit graphic libraries.
The haptic device used is Phantom Omni from Sensable Technologies. It's a device with force response of low cost, portable, compact, easy to use and consists of positions sensors with six degree of freedom. In this case, the syringe was adapted to fit the haptic device ( Fig. 1 ) and a special holder (syringe pistol) may be used to help the user to interact with the device. The use of ultrasound images during the needle biopsy procedure is very important for the good performance of the user. While performing the procedure in the real world, the professional manipulates the needle/syringe according to the ultrasound images that shows the needle path while puncturing. For this purpose, this simulator is guided by ultrasound images. With the mouse, the user may:
• Visualize the needle path in real time: as the user manipulates the needle, its path is reflected in the ultrasound image. The best path helps the user to prevent puncturing other organs near the thyroid.
• Make some measures (in centimetres) as distance between the nodule and the skin indicating how much the needle needs to be inserted to reach the target and the nodule size.
• Apply a brightness scale (more or less brightness) in the image to improve the visualization;
• Include text box (notes) anywhere in the image.We are researching methods to increase the immersion sensation while practicing with the system. The proposal is to create a stereoscopic environment witch consists of the presentation of one same scene with different points of view for each eye of the user. To get this type of visualization, the user will be able to use polarized eyeglasses to interact with the stereoscopy model. Other idea is to create a visualization table to provide real positioning and size of the 3D model as in the real procedure. When realizing the needle biopsy procedure, the professional uses a syringe, whose needle penetrates some different human tissues before reaching the target, that is the thyroid gland nodule. There are some cases where the needle exceeds the thyroid gland and reaches the trachea for example, causing discomfort to the patient. Each human tissue penetrated has its own viscosity and elasticity, returning different forces to the user. These forces however need to be determined accurately to provide more realism to the simulation.
Through an interactive menu, the user may choose:
• To carry through an anatomical study of the thyroid gland, where it provides the visualization of a 3D model of the gland and using the Phantom Omni it will be able to touch the model and feel its texture (Fig. 1); • To apply transparency in a model of the human neck, where it will be able to visualize, beyond the gland and nodules, organs as the trachea, cricoid cartilage, jugular vein and carotid artery, considered of great importance due to its positioning in relation to the gland. This visualization is important to minimize the impact of reaching other organs than the thyroid during the training, since the user may understand the relations of the gland and near organs.
• To visualize slices of images from the Visible Human Project.
The user will be able to select the desired slice to study (this module is under development);
• To turn on and off controls for rotation or translation of any 3D model of the system.We propose a new method to determine the ideal forces to be applied in this simulator. Thus, using haptic devices as the Phantom Omni, the user will be able to interact with the models and the haptic response algorithm will supply realistic forces acting in the needle in real time. The thyroid nodule simulator has many layers between skin and bone (cartilage, in this case): skin, fat, muscle, thyroid gland, nodule, thyroid gland and cartilage (Fig. 1) . As the needle penetrates deeper into the layers, the user feels the total damping force accumulated [1] from the above tissue layers (F R ), as shown in Table 1 . where k s , k f , k m , k t , k n and k c are stiffness coefficients of skin, fat, muscle, thyroid, nodule and cartilage, respectively; b s , b f , b m , b t and b n are damping coefficients per unit thickness of skin, fat, muscle, thyroid and nodule, respectively; y s , y f , y m , y t and y n are thicknesses of each layer; y is the amount of needle penetration with respect to the current layer boundary; and v is needle velocity. It is very important to keep the needle in the right position along the movement direction. For this purpose, a correction force (F c ) is being added to the final force [2] 
where b = 0.5 N/mm. V c is the current needle direction vector (which needs to be corrected) and V i is the initial needle direction vector. 
The total force applied to the needle biopsy simulator of thyroid gland nodule would be implemented as:
Discussion and conclusions
With this system, the user will be able to study the thyroid and near organs anatomy and repeatedly perform the training of biopsy procedure, without any contact with a real human patient as many times as he wants. Physicians from Instituto da Crianc¸a de Sa˜o Paulo (Child's Institute of Sa˜o Paulo) are testing and evaluating each phase of the system development. The rendering speed is fast enough so that the angle of vision and the localization of the needle can be changed interactively, in real time. All of this can be managed without special accelerating boards. The use of real medical examinations images is also being studied (computerized tomography or magnetic resonance) so that the three-dimensional reconstruction of the virtual model could be more realistic, enough to the user to feel itself immersed in the ideal environment. As these images are from real patients with thyroid gland nodules, the system could be also useful for planning the needle biopsy. This system is very useful for the training of needle biopsy of thyroid gland nodules. It may be used as an educational tool, where the user may study the anatomy of the neck and its organs and as a very accurate training tool. With a new method to determine the ideal forces to be applied in this simulator, the haptic device may provide to users a more realistic force response and more precise stiffness and damping values. The first is an ordinary cauterization technique, which deletes elements as soon as they are in intersection with the cutting tool [6] . The second technique approximates a cut along existing mesh faces or edges [7] . Primitives closest to the cutting tool's trajectory are duplicated for incision modelling. However, both techniques have considerable drawbacks. Cauterization violates the principle of mass preservation. The second category provides an inaccurate approximation of the cut path and creates uneven cut surfaces. Decomposing cutting methods subdivide elements into smaller sub-elements. Subdivision is conducted according to predefined subdivision patterns. Symmetric patterns [1, 2, 4] , patterns, which decompose elements into a minimal number of sub-elements [3] , and face consistent patterns for adjacent elements [5] have been used so far. There are progressive [2, 3] and non-progressive subdivision methods [1, 4, 5] . A lot of effort has been put into simulations of soft tissue by means of physically-based deformable modelling. Commonly used methods in context with cutting for surface models and volumetric models respectively, are the mass spring system (MSS) [1, 3, 5] and the finite element method (FEM) [7] . MSS is computationally efficient and useful for real time applications, but inaccurate, especially for large area deformations. FEM, on the other hand, provides precise deformations, but is unsuited for interactive real-time simulations due to high computational costs. Cutting in context of surgery simulations is a challenging research area, and worthwhile to be pursued by this contribution introducing a novel interactive hybrid cutting method for volumetric soft tissue models. Our work combines advantages of progressive and non-progressive subdivision methods, and leads to an increase of simulation stability and interactivity. 3. Methods 3.1 Non-progressive and progressive cutting Non-progressive cutting methods apply subdivision after the cutting tool has left an element. Consequently, all intersection points are predetermined for an element before the subdivision is conducted. Progressive cutting subdivides elements while the cutting tool is still in intersection with them. The cut is modelled up to the cutting tool's position at all times. This implies that not all intersections of an element with the tool's trajectory have been determined when the subdivision is applied. Subdivisions, made before the final intersection configuration is detected, are referred to as temporary subdivisions in the following. While the cutting tool moves further into the model, it intersects more edges or faces of an element. It is necessary to substitute the current temporary subdivision by a new one that corresponds to the new intersection situation. Since with non-progressive cutting the cut is not visualised as long as the tool passes through the element, a noticeable lag between the actual tool's position and the cut occurs. This affects the realism of the simulation, especially for coarse meshes. Progressive cutting prevents this lag-behind effect and yields a visually more satisfactory result. However, progressive cutting is more complex in matters of time and storage for managing the temporary subdivision. Additionally, it poses more instability problems to the soft tissue simulation, since for short time periods very small and degenerated tetrahedra can be generated. Degen-eracies are tetrahedra that have short edges or a flattened shape. They are devastating for the simulation stability, since the numerical solvers for the soft tissue simulation can not cope very well with these inhomogeneous parts of the mesh [1] . On the other hand, non-progressive cutting methods neither have to deal with the stability problems due to temporal subdivisions nor do they require the storage of additional state information.
Hybrid cutting
We present a hybrid cutting method that combines both advantages of the visual appealing progressive cutting and the benefits of the non-progressive method, which is superior in performance and stability. Our hybrid cutting procedure is conceptually designed and tested for tetrahedral meshed volumetric soft tissue models, with a mass spring system for the deformable soft tissue simulation. The crucial concept of the method is, firstly, to cut an outer margin of tetrahedra along the outer hull of the organ progressively and secondly, to apply non-progressive cutting to the inner core of the soft tissue model. This generates the impression of a smooth cut, where the user has main visual access to the model and at the same time a more efficient algorithm for the model core can be used. The outer margin of the model's hull is given by tetrahedra that share a point with the surface. Progressive cutting of the outer hull is realized via a state machine framework, which manages transitions through temporary subdivisions until a tetrahedron reaches its final subdivision. In contrast to the original state machine framework proposed by Bielser et al. [2] we deploy minimal element subdivision patterns as Mor and Kanade [3] , in order to keep the mesh complexity low. Symmetric subdivision patterns have the advantage that progressive cutting gets by with minimal removal operations [2] , but they increase the element count rapidly. The inner core of the model is non-progressively subdivided, consistent with the same subdivision patterns like the outer mesh part. Those patterns correspond to the final states of a state machine. Degenerated tetrahedra also emerge when cutting is performed close to a mass point. For stability increase, snapping was implemented for nonprogressive cutting. In contrast to the work of Steinemann et al. [4] , snapping is also applied to cut topologies that do not lead to the dissection of an element. The set of minimal subdivision patterns is extended by six additional snapping patterns.
Results
For the core part of the model the drawbacks of temporary subdivision have been eliminated. To be able to cut fractions of the mesh without storing temporary subdivision information, updating and deleting elements promotes performance and thus, improves interactivity of the simulation. Another disadvantage of progressive cutting is prevented: Extreme shapes occur with temporary subdivisions for sub-tetrahedra every time the cutting tool is about to cut or just has cut the next edge. These temporary degeneracies are characterized by extremely unbalanced edge aspect ratios as well as small volumes. They lead to a temporary decrease of the mesh quality and result in the instability of the mass spring simulation. Figure 1a illustrates the mesh quality decrease over the duration of a sample cut into a regular meshed cube. The quality is measured by the average mean of the maximal edge aspect ratio over all elements. The maximal aspect ratio is obtained by the quotient of the shortest and longest edge of a tetrahedron. The diagram shows that for progressive cutting the overall mesh quality is lower during the cut than for non-progressive cutting. Additionally the progressive cutting graph possesses abrupt fall-offs into local minima. These originate from extremely shaped temporary subtetrahedra. With hybrid cutting, less of these temporary degeneracies occur, since the non-progressive subdivided tetrahedra leave the aspect ratios more balanced. This improves the mesh quality and simulation stability during cutting. The hybrid method is best suited for voluminous models, since they have a small surface area compared to the overall volume. Another factor for the effectiveness of the method is the mesh quality. Although a sphere would be the ideal shape, the hybrid cutting can not be applied if the mesh consists of surface points and only one point in the sphere's centre. Figure 1b depicts the relation between mesh quality and efficiency of the hybrid algorithm. Three models, one cubic and two kidney models are shown with different refinement. The cubic model's surface grows proportional to the increased tetrahedra count in the mesh. The graphs for the kidneys show the same organ with two different numbers of surface triangles. The element increase here is obtained by narrowing the mass point spacing within the model. Figure 1b shows that raising the ratio of mesh elements that do not share a point with the models surface leads to a gain in efficiency. A visual result of our algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
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Conclusion
The hybrid cutting approach proposed in this contribution improves performance and soft tissue simulation stability. The model is partially cut with the benefits of the non-progressive cutting without the drawback of major visual disturbances. It is best applicable for voluminous organs with a homogeneous mesh representation. This meets the requirement for stable soft tissue simulations. The efficiency of the hybrid cutting depends on the percentage of core elements in respect to the overall element count, which is influenced by mesh quality and refinement. have not been investigated. In this paper we propose a new method for real-time modeling of soft objects, of which high resolutions dynamically adapt to the regions of high deformation based on strain energy density. In order to reduce the computational cost in comparison with the previous methods we use the bisection refinement algorithm. The experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed method. Keywords Tetrahedral meshes AE Cracks AE Adaptive refinement AE Binary subdivision AE Binary simplification AE Mass-spring model AE Deformable objects 1. Introduction The real-time interactive models and simulations of behaviors of deformable objects play important roles in several fields such as robotics, computer graphics, CAD, computer aided surgery. In mesh-based representation of a given object, the preciseness in representing is related to the number of its cells which is called the resolution of the mesh. To control the computational time for modeling, the concept of multi-resolution model have been introduced [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . There are two approaches that have been used for refinement a mesh: the approach based on the known Delaunay algorithm [7] and the approach based on the longest-side bisection algorithms [9] [10] [11] [12] . The second approach guarantees the generation of goodquality of surface triangulation and volume tetrahedralization with linear time complexity. In previous work, the models for real time deformation of soft objects with high resolution at regions of contact have been proposed. However in the literature so far, adaptive mass-spring models [6] with high resolution representation at regions of high deformation have not been investigated. In order to reduce the computational cost and represent precisely behaviors of deformable objects, we propose a new method for real-time adaptive modeling of soft objects with high resolutions for regions of high deformation based on strain energy density.
2. Bisection refinement-based tetrahedral adaptive mesh We first give an over view of the tetrahedral adaptive mesh, which had been developed for multi-resolution volume modeling [9] . In recursive binary-subdivision, only three tetrahedral primitives including mirror-symmetry, TYPE-I, TYPE-II, TYPE-III, are generated at level 3N, 3N + 1, 3N + 2, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 . This binary tetrahedrization using the middle points thus satisfies the equi-angular requirement. Another advantage of the binary Fig. 1 Cyclic subdivision of a tetrahedron into TYPE-I, TYPE-II and TYPE-III primitives Int J CARS (2007) 2 (Suppl 1):S160-S180 S165 tetrahedrization is that it provides a more continuous level of volume approximation, because a tree with fewer descendants has more levels of approximation for a given range of volume variation.
Adaptive volumetric mass-spring model
The mass-spring models comprising mass node, springs and dampers for representing deformation are widely applied because of the effectiveness in computation and the simplicity in implementation. However, in the large mass-spring models computation for deformation which covers the entire nodes of the object makes the real-time simulation difficult. Therefore combining locally refinement methods with mass-spring models have been utilized to reduce the cost of computation. We present the model that allows the automatic adaptation of the resolution at regions of high deformation.
Regions of high deformation
Throughout a simulation process, it is necessary to refine different regions in order to have high precision for representing realistic behaviours, and to simplify the refined regions for fast computation of the simulation when the high precision is not required any more.
The regions of interest have been classified as: Regions of contact, regions of high deformation and regions of high curvature. In this research we define the regions of high deformation based on density of strain energy. We propose a new deformation measure based on density of strain energy of a tetrahedron in a deforming process:
here, k i , l i , L i are spring stiffness, the current length and the initial length an edge of a tetrahedral. In other words, the regions of high deformation are tetrahedrons of which the density of strain energy D density exceed a given criterion Th.
The parameters of mass-spring system
While refining a mass-spring mesh it is necessary to supplement extra masses, springs and dampers. In order to guarantee the consistency of the behavior at different resolutions, a methodology for assigning mass values, spring and damper parameters have been proposed in [6, 13] .
Binary refinement and simplification
We use the bisection algorithm mentioned in the previous section for refining the regions of high deformation. In addition, we can perform a combination procedure to simplify the refined mesh. The refined tetrahedrons are gradually combined to original tetrahedrons as showed in the Fig. 1 . To guarantee the consistency of the behavior at different resolutions, physical parameters are calculated by the formulas mentioned in the previous section.
Experimental results
We examine the deformation of the object in an adaptive resolution model in comparison with the low and high resolution models. We apply the proposed adaptive resolution model for the object which is initially modeled at the low resolution. During the deformation process, the regions of high deformation in the model are gradually refined by the bisection refinement algorithm. Figure 2 show the intermediate states of the deformation process in the above adaptive resolution model. The time point t2 is the time point that the object is released to return to the original shape. The mesh is gradually refined and then simplified at the regions of high deformation. Figure 3 shows diagram of the computational time per iteration for low, high and adaptive resolution model. It is gradually increasing for the adaptive resolution model in corresponding to high deformation states. Despite the time consumption in the refinement process, the computational time of the adaptive resolution model stay quite low in comparison with that of high resolution model throughout the deformation process. Figure 4 shows another experiment. We deform the object by providing a displacement for the vertex at the center of the face of the right end. Figure 4a and b gives results in low and high resolutions. It is clear that in low resolution the deformation of the object is represented unfaithfully. Figure 4c shows a result in Fig. 2 The intermediate deformation states of the object in the adaptive resolution model Fig. 3 The comparison of computational time in low, high and adaptive models S166 Int J CARS (2007) 2 (Suppl 1):S160-S180 adaptive resolution. The deformed shape of the object is quite similar to that of in high resolution. The aim of this experiment is to show that we can consider a region of contact as a region of high deformation for refinement. In other words, the density of strain energy can be regarded as a general deformation measure for refinement.
Conclusions
We propose a new method for real-time modeling of soft objects, of which high resolutions dynamically adapt to the regions of high deformation. In order to reduce the computational cost in comparison with the previous methods we use the bisection refinement algorithm of which computational complexity is linear time. The experiment results show the performance of the proposed method. The simulation of skin is common in many Virtual Reality based medical applications. However, it is still difficult to model, deform and render it realistically and efficiently. This paper presents a novel framework for skin deformation using physics processing unit (PPU) for acceleration. The modelling of skin is based a multilayer mass-spring model analogous to human dermal tissue, while the elastic properties of the model is automatically optimized based on the real data. Experiment shows that a significant speed improvement is achieved by using our PPU-accelerated simulation. Keywords Physics processing unit (PPU) AE Hardware accelerated AE Medical simulation AE Skin deformation 1. Introduction Virtual Reality based medical simulations are becoming more and more prevalent since they provide an elegant solution to medical education considering the system reusability, cost effectiveness and better learning efficiency [1, 2] . The advent of the visible human (VH) datasets [3] (Visible Human Project (VHP), Visible Korean Human (VKH) and the Chinese Visible Human (CVH) further advance VR-based medical simulations [4, 5] . These simulators could assist the investigation of new medical procedures in surgical planning, training and rehearsal.
To realistically model human tissues, deformation is an indispensable requirement of every surgical simulator. Two most widely adopted deformable models are finite element model (FEM) and mass-spring model (MSM). Nevertheless, due to the high computational requirements, FEM is still not suitable for most real-time surgical simulations. While mass-spring model is fast in general, however, the interactivity is still a problem in case of large number of masses and springs. Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) accelerated mass-spring system [6] was proposed, but only Fig. 4 The deformation states in low, high and adaptive resolution models of soft tissue Int J CARS (2007) 2 (Suppl 1):S160-S180 S167 grid-like topology is supported. Recently, a specialized accelerator, named physics processing unit (PPU), is developed to provide computing power for dynamic motion and interaction. It can greatly accelerate physics computations in games; however, little has been done for medical simulations. In light of this, we propose to exploit the relative computational advantage of PPU on VR-based medicine.
Our proposed PPU-accelerated framework can facilitate an autonomous reconstruction of topological structures and multiple-layer biphasic spring modelling for soft-tissue, particularly, dermal-muscular deformation. Our system can rapidly solve complex mass-spring model in virtue of PPU, while realistic deformation can be ensured by optimizing springs configuration through simulated annealing. With an integration of high quality volume visualization, this serves as an interactive and intuitive platform for physiologically-based medical simulations.
Our framework
In general, our deformation modelling framework can be divided into three core parts. The first is the automatic generation of dermal tissue as a multi-layer deformable model directly from CVH datasets. The proposed method can easily control the complexity of the generated model for different purposes. The second part is the modeling of viscoelastic behaviour based on the concern of realism and PPU's capabilities. Finally, we propose using an optimization method for tuning parameters in the deformable model to make its behaviour consistent with corresponding tissue's biomechanical data.
Geometric modeling of dermal tissue
Human skin is a non-homogeneous, anisotropic, non-linear viscoelastic multicomponent material, which can be divided into three well-defined anatomic regions, namely epidermis, dermis and hypodermis. Therefore, in our framework, the deformable model generator (DMG) is implemented to construct multi-layered mass-spring models. First, dividing or partitioning various tissues out of CVH dataset is performed. Manual segmentation is adopted to identify different anatomical structures from CVH cryosectional slices. Then polygonal surfaces are extracted from the segmented data as Stereolithography (STL) format. Hereafter, a re-parameterization process is carried out to re-structure the surface meshes and ensuring the autonomy and efficiency of our framework. Finally, a multi-layered mass-spring model can be produced base on the structure of human skin. The inputs include re-parameterized surface meshes and related biomechanical properties. For each triangle in the surface mesh, a normal is projected form its centroid to hit the next surface layer. A set of intersection points, named projected centroids, form the next level mass layer. Biphasic springs are then connecting the original triangle vertices and its projected centroid. In this case, a tetrahedral mesh structure can be built between the two layers of surface by such a spring connection process. Triangulation is then carried out on these projected centroids such that another triangular mesh layer is formed. The spring connection process to inner layers would be similar.
Biomechanical viscoelastic modelling on PPU
As the non-uniformity of human tissue structure, the elastic properties of many body tissues are not simply linear. Therefore, biphasic mass-spring system should be used to simulate dermal tissues, in order to produce a convincing dynamic effect. However, current PPU is just built-in with linear mass-spring system implementation. Thus, we need to further extend the mass-spring system to support biphasic springs. One of the methods is placing two linear springs with different elastic configurations in parallel. The basic idea is that the first linear spring being effective in the first phase of the stress-strain curve, while the second linear spring becomes activated when the turning point is reached. Comparing to a linear spring, biphasic spring has two more parameters, turning length and turning force, corresponding to where the change of stiffness take place. Due to the simple construction of biphasic spring by linear springs, the decomposition can be easily derived and automatically done when the deformable model is created.
Analysis of macroelastic behavior from micro spring
As we are modeling the body tissue as a mass-spring system, the biomechanical data of body tissue properties is therefore referring to the behavior of the entire mass-spring system (macro), instead of a single spring's elasticity (micro). As a result, series of experiments have to be carried out in order to seek the best match of the macro elasticity of the mass-spring system to the real tissue biomechanical properties. This will rely on an optimization process. In our system, we had chosen simulated annealing for optimization. For the dermis layer, as biphasic spring is used, we have totally three parameters to optimize, which are the first phase stiffness, turning length and the second phase stiffness. Notice that the optimization process is only necessary to be performed once for each tissue.
Results
Timing Performance
A series of experiments using deformable models with different grid-sizes have been done to evaluate time performance of PPU based framework in comparison with a CPU based framework. Figure 1 shows the results of these experiments done on a PC equipped with Pentium 4 Dual Core 3.2 GHz CPU, 4 GB memory and AGEIA PhysX processor. It is observed that there is a significant speed improvement in all grid-sizes with the use of PPU, especially the 15 · 5and 18 · 5 grid-sizes with a doubled improvement. Besides, for a complex model like 39 · 10 grids, the frame rate is still above 10 F/S, which can fulfill the requirement of most real-time applications. In contrast, when the number of springs is more than 10,000 (i.e. 30 · 7 grid-size), the frame rates of CPU base framework are under 10 F/S. This demonstrated the computational speed can be greatly accelerated by developing deformable surgical simulators based on PPU, especially when the deformation models are complicated.
Visualization
In medical simulation, visual effects contribute much to the realism of presentation. A 3D texture volume is first reconstructed from a set of visible human cryosectional slices. To visualize the deformed soft tissue realistically, we exploit the hardware-accelerated 3D texture mapping using the programmable graphics processing unit (GPU) on a standard personal computer (PC). In this sense, a realistic and interactive deformable texture rendering is achieved. Figure 2 shows our rendered results of the CVH upper limb. 
Conclusion
With the idea of exploiting the computational power of newly released PPU on medical simulation, we had successfully demonstrated a workable framework on simulating the dermal tissue with the concern of both realism and speed. We had proposed a simple and efficient modification on the linear mass-spring model built-in PPU to provide the biphasic elastic behaviour of the human tissues. By utilizing CVH datasets and biomechanical data, a realistic visual and deformation effect is archived. Experiments reveal that our proposed framework provides a significant speed improvement for the simulation and interactive frame rate is guaranteed even using a complex model. Pre-animated simulations are achieved by modelling a limited range of interactions using a human animator or more complex physically-based techniques. The simulations are stored in movie or 3D animation formats and are triggered when the user performs certain predefined operations such as cutting in a specified region. This type of simulation does not allow arbitrary interactions, but is fast and can be achieved using game engines, flash animations and other widely available tools. Such simple simulate-ions can be useful in virtual surgery tools teaching process rather than motor skills [2] . Kinematic methods do not represent material properties and forces and include direct mesh manipulation and implicit surfaces. Free-form deformation associates object coordinates with locations in a surrounding mesh of control points [3] . If the control mesh is deformed the object deforms with it. The technique is quite simple, but offers limited forms of manipulations, and makes it difficult to implement cutting operations. Implicit surfaces are defined as isosurface of a 3D density field, which is generated from basic objects by using density functions which are one at the object and zero at a radius of influence away from it. The method results in a computationally easy collision detection and response, but is expensive to render, difficult to integrate into graphics engines and it is hard to control shapes and simulate cutting operations. We use the term geometric methods for techniques which use physical properties to kinematically deform regions of an object's geometry. Delp et al. [5] represent different types of tissue using polygonal surface meshes. When interacting with the tissue, the nearest contact point to the surgical instrument is calculated. Affected vertices in a predefined area around this contact point are deformed using a polynomial interpolation. Physically-based methods include mass-spring systems and finite element methods. Mass-spring systems represent tissue as a set of points where neighbouring points are connected by springs which simulate the elasticity of the tissue. The method is easy to implement and cutting can be modeled by removing springs [6] . Finite element simulations model the volumetric nature of soft tissue and describe its deformation behaviour using a set of differential equations incorporating material parameters [7] . The resulting simulations are physically realistic but are computationally expensive. Point-associated finite field (PAFF) uses a multi-resolution representation where non-linear responses are only considered in the immediate vicinity of the applied force in order to obtain real-time non-linear deformations [8] . Int J CARS (2007) 2 (Suppl 1):S160-S180 S169 All of the above methods are either computationally expensive or only offer a limited number of interactions and are difficult to implement and integrate into commonly available graphics engines.
Improved meshless deformation
Meshless deformation based on shape matching, or meshless deformation for short, was developed by Mu¨ller et al. [9] as a technique for dynamically simulating deformable objects. The approach is geometrically motivated, requires no mesh connectivity and pre-processing, and is fast, simple to compute and unconditionally stable. Meshless deformation matches a set of points defining an object to a goal configuration. To preserve volume, meshless deformation scales the deformation matrix defining the transformation. However, the image sequence at the top of Fig. 1 demonstrates that as a result an object squashed along one dimension is scaled up drastically in the other two dimensions in response.
We develop a solution to this problem based on the observation that the deformation of a fluid filled object is limited because its surface offers resistance towards the deforming forces. In previous work we investigated several solution methods [10] and we found that the most promising approach is to limit the deformation by increasing the rigidity of the object, which is achieved by putting a cap on the Frobenius norm of the matrix containing the non-rigid component of the object's transformation. In order to prevent discontinuities in the motion we use a monotonically increasing weighting function which uses the original deformation matrix for small deformations and increases the weighting of the rigid component to one when the Frobenius norm of the non-rigid deformation approaches the predefined limit. The results are illustrated in the image sequence at the bottom of Fig. 1 . The effect of our modification is similar to the non-linear stress-strain relationship in biological tissues such as skin where deformations are linear for small forces, but do not exceed a certain limit until the tissue breaks.
Interaction techniques
An important component of virtual surgery simulations is the interaction with tissue. We have implemented picking, constraining, pushing and cutting of objects. The picking mode allows the user to grab an object and to move it around. We use the closest object vertex as pick point and connect it via a spring to the user's cursor. The user's mouse movements are interpreted as 2D motion in the plane parallel to the view plane and the mouse wheel is used to move the cursor orthogonal to the view plane. More direct interaction with an object can be achieved by increasing the spring force. Springs can be locked into place allowing the user to fix tissue into certain positions. The pushing mode allows the user to deform or push objects aside. Collision response forces are applied to all objects near the cursor. The cutting tool is represented by two ''blades'' defining a cutting plane which the user can orientate arbitrarily. Since meshless deformation does not require mesh connectivity cutting is implemented efficiently using a simple clipping operation. Surface meshes for rendering are obtained using a Delaunay triangulation along the cutting surface [10].
Results
We have developed a framework for testing interactive simulation environments and implemented within it meshless deformation based on shape matching together with our improvements. We found that simple objects with limited modes of deformation are simulated best, while objects composed of simple subcomponents are simulated well with clusters. Good results were obtained when applying large deformations to blobby objects such as kidney shaped models and convoluted tube like structures. In contrast facial animation failed because human are intimately familiar with facial emotions and any deviations from physical accuracy are clearly noticeable. Advantages of our implementation are the high speed which enables us to deform dozens of soft objects simultaneously, the ease of use, the automatic volume preservation, the immersive feel especially when interacting with and cutting objects, and that the representation can be easily integrated into game engines. No special data formats are required and standard surface meshes can be used. The ''gooeyness'' and stiffness of objects can be controlled with two parameters defining the deformation [10] . Disadvantages are the lack of physical realism and the lack of local deformation. For example, when simulating a skin patch as shown in Fig. 2 we need 5 · 5 patches to get realistic results. The cutting operation is currently restricted to planar cuts and more complex cuts or partial incisions are not yet possible.
Conclusion
Meshless deformation based on shape matching is a promising technique for use in interactive and collaborative virtual surgery environments. It is easy to implement and requires no special data formats. As a result it can be easily integrated into game engines in order to develop collaborative virtual surgery applications. This makes it possible to use the full power of such an engine, e.g. network play, superior graphics and a large user base testing and extending it. Furthermore, since no special hardware and software is required any application using this technique can be widely distributed and could over time develop a large user community contributing to it. Preliminary user testing indicates that our interaction tools are easy to use and increase the immersive feel. Meshless deformation is extremely fast and stable and works even for complex environments with dozens of objects. Current disadvantages include the lack of visual realism, the limited number of deformation modes and the need to use small clusters for simulating local deformations. In future work we want to investigate hybrid systems and multi-resolution representations in order to alleviate the current disadvantages of this technique. Abstract In this contribution we present a method to derive anatomical heart models from 3D printing. In contrast enhanced CT/ MRI data of patient's hearts important structures were segmented, a surface model was created and subsequently transferred to a 3D printing process. After manufacturing of the models they served as a simple yet powerful method to plan an optimal surgical strategy in otherwise complicated interventions. The contribution describes the reproduction of the models, benefits and drawbacks of the method. Keywords 3D printing AE Rapid prototyping AE Anatomical heart models 1. Introduction Complex congenital defects in pediatric patients often require surgical correction [1] . Although the surgical management of most congenital defects is quite straightforward, difficulties are commonly encountered in establishing preoperative data for optimal surgical planning and intra-operative orientation. The actual anatomic structure is sometimes unpredictable and different from that usually found in a particular defect [2] . To overcome this problem, we developed a technique to fabricate a custom made model to recreate the complex anatomic structure of congenital heart disease using rapid prototyping techniques. Rapid Prototyping (RP) is a relatively new technology originally used in engineering and industry to generate prototype models. A number of different RP methods are known and are available as (2007) 2 (Suppl 1):S160-S180 S171 standard production processes: 3D Printing (zCorporation), selective laser sintering SLS (3D Systems) and used Deposition Modeling-FDM (Stratasys). By applying this method within a medical context, it is possible to fabricate three-dimensional replicas of anatomic structures from the computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) patient data. However, patient individual rapid prototyping models are already in clinical use for craniofacial surgery and orthopedic surgery [3, 4] . In this contribution, we applied a 3D-Printing process to fabricate stereolithographic models from MRI data to create accurate and realistic models of complex congenital defects for a preoperative assessment and support spatial orientation. As a proof of concept, we studied a 16-year-old patient with a left abnormal subclavian artery and right descending aorta as a rare cause of dyspnoea and dysphagia in a paediatric patient. Although the defect may require surgical correction, the optimal management of such cases is not clearly established [5] . In this situation solid replicas may be helpful for choosing surgical treatment strategies, for intra-operative orientation and for demonstrating the planned procedure in life-like models for the patient.
Materials and methods
A patient with symptomatic aberrant retro-oesophageal left subclavian artery and right aortic arch was selected to demonstrate the suitability of applying 3D models for precise surgical intervention planning. The diagnosis was established by MRI and bronchoscopy, as part of the normal clinical evaluation. As indicated by the symptoms and the diagnostic findings, the patient required surgical treatment. After recording of the MRI data of the thoracic volume the data was transferred and processed by applying the following steps:
• Import of DICOM data: The image data which was delivered in DICOM format was imported and handled as raw voxel data.
• Selection of sub volume: Since the set of clinical data consisted of a complete scan of the patients thorax, a sub volume from within the image set was selected in which the relevant anatomic details are present. Additionally, an extra and empty space around the sub volume was defined to fulfil constraints from the 3D-printing process.
• Region Growing based image segmentation: A manual selection process of seed points within the image data took place in order to identify important vascular structures. A region growing algorithm was applied to identify subsequent neighbourhoods around the seed points. The threshold parameters were dynamically adjusted to cope with the challenging segmentation process.
• Creation of surface model: Since the 3D-printing process requires surface descriptions of the models in STL or VRML format, a last processing step was established. It derived a surface model from the segmented volume data using a marching cubes algorithm. The surface model was exported to STL format and then transferred to the 3D printing machine.
• Reproduction: The stereolithographic machine (ZCorp., Burlington, MA, USA ) was fed these data (0.1-0.2 mm slices) and a lumen replica of the heart and the vascular malformation was created. In this device, the model was produced by inkjet printing technology using a 3D printer.The image processing was conducted using the MeVisLab-Environment. A description of the workflow can be found in Fig. 1 and is also available from the authors upon request. Using data derived from routinely performed MRI linked to the rapid prototype stereolithographic equipment, we were able to fabricate a luminal replica of an aberrant retro-oesophageal left subclavian artery and right aortic arch (Fig. 1a, b) . The same technique was used to fabricate a model of a 3-month old patient diagnosed with a ventricular septal defect (Fig. 2 ). For this model data was obtained from a routine preoperative CT study. Afterwards, the cardiac defect was corrected in a routine fashion (VSD patch closure).
Results
In this newly created model the aortic arch (4), the aortic diverticul (2), the left subclavian artery (1) and the carotid arteries (6, 8) could be clearly identified (see Fig. 2 ). Based on this anatomical understanding, the procedure for the second operation was determined. In this patient we decided to repair the lesion through a left posterolateral throacotomy. After most careful division of additional fibrous strands surrounding the oesophagus and trachea, the left subclavian artery was anastomosed end-to-side to the left common carotid artery.
Discussion
Stereolithography has been shown to be a useful tool in maxillofacial surgery, reconstructive surgery and orthopaedics [4, 6, 7] . Using this technology, surgical template or customized implant 
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can be tested on the models or required anatomical structures can be reconstructed before surgery. However, there is a huge variety of clinical situations where 3D, life-like models might be helpful for perioperative planning of the surgery. Currently, there is little experience in using the rapid prototyping technology of Stereolithography in the correction of congenital defects [8] . This experiment demonstrates that with currently available MRI technology, accurate 3D models of the anatomy of live patients suffering from congenital defects can be fabricated. Despite satisfactory long-term results in the correction of congenital heart defects, the surgical planning and intra-operative orientation are often difficult and associated with major limitations, particularly in cases with complex vascular anatomy and/or reoperations which are complicated by excessive scar tissue formation and fibrous strands. In such cases it is often not easy to clearly identify the anatomical structures and dimensions. To overcome these shortcomings our group applied rapid prototyping techniques to fabricate models of congenital defects and complex vascular pathology. We do not believe that these models are necessary in all paediatric cases, but they allow the surgeon to better understand patientspecific 3D anatomy. Moreover, being able to hold a model in one's hand and examine it from different sides, allows the surgeon and the interventionist to develop the optimal surgical approach and to anticipate problems that may arise. The dimensions and distances can be easily identified and interventions or surgical procedures can be planned preoperatively. These experiments are a proof of concept and shows that it is possible to fabricate stereolithographic models from routine preoperative MRI or CT scan for patients with intra-and extracardiac lesions. It was not expected that the use of the models would change the basic surgical plan or the surgical outcome. Moreover, this technique is currently not established or evaluated in cardiovascular surgery but, learning from other specialities (e.g. maxillofacial surgery) Stereolithography is useful to study the pathological features of the congenital defects and in the simulation of a surgical plan. Some mismatch can persist, leading to poor host-allograft contact or poor reconstruction stability with potential non-union or fracture. A method based on registration is presented to optimize the matching between allograft and patient's bone. CT-based 3D-registration was used in six cases to help surgeon in the choice of the best massive bone allograft. Good matching was obtained in five cases and only suboptimal matching in the sixth due to the lack of allograft availability. In all cases good primary stability of the construct was obtained and allowed early weight bearing of the patient. Preoperative registration of available bone allografts and patient's host bone is a promising tool in limb reconstruction surgery. Keywords Bone banking AE Massive bone allograft AE Rigid registration AE Computer-aided surgery 1. Introduction Structural bone allografts restore the physiologic joint and allow better soft tissue attachment in comparison with implants [1] . They allow large segmental reconstruction and sound tendon reinsertion. Successful incorporation of massive bone allograft depends on biologic and mechanical factors directly related to the matching between allograft and patient's bone. Generally, the graft is selected upon its shape. Templates are created from anterior-posterior and lateral radiographs of host bone and compared to allografts templates. The best matching bone is selected based on 2D projections, while iliac bone, for example, has a complex tri-dimensional anatomy. This template method is completed with measurements comparison. During allograft's harvesting, some measurements are recorded for a further report on patient's radiographs and CT-scanner. Presence of soft tissues on the allograft troubles the operator and leads to persistent uncertainty. More, an accurate report of measures is almost impossible because of radiographic enlargement and comparison of 3D distances from allograft with patient's 2D images.
In case of osteochondral allograft of the hip, it is difficult to evaluate the congruency between patient's femoral head and allograft acetabulum. Joint dislocation, non-union and fracture can be observed in case of suboptimal matching. Non-Union is the first major mechanical complication with a reported rate of 8-17% [2] [3] [4] while fratcure is the second one, occurring at a reported rate of 5-20% [2, 5, 6] .
To improve allograft selection, we developed a CT-scanner based 3D-registration procedure. The current paper presents this technique and its application in 6 patients.
Materials and methods
Data acquisition
Patients sustained a preoperative CT Scanner (Elscint Twin CT scanner, Philips Medical Systems, The Netherlands) following routine diagnostic procedure (120 KV tube voltage, 250 mA tube current, 1.0 s per 360°rotation, 2.7 mm slice thickness). All cryopreserved allografts available in our tissue bank were scanned (using similar acquisition parameters) respecting preservation rules.
Image pre-processing
To allow registration, patient and allograft images must be preprocessed.
Because of limited capture radius of registration algorithm, allograft volume is rotated to reach an acceptable positioning compared to patient orientation. Cropping is then realized to reduce volumes to the concerned bone and decrease computing time.
Finally, a threshold is applied on patient and graft's volumes to exclude soft tissues from computation. Threshold value had been chosen below bone intensity (1,000 HU).
In case of important tumoral destruction of the host bone, preprocessing include mirror effect applied on the allograft. Registration is then realized using controlateral normal bone.
Registration method
Registration technique is used, in different forms, to build anatomical atlases [7] , monitor tumor expansion [8] or delineate its extension [9] . In our study, this concept is applied to confront host bone shape with all available allografts in our bone bank. Image registration combine data from two different acquisitions bringing them into the same coordinate space. In that case, the moving image (allograft) is combined with the fixed image (patient) to compare directly their respective shape.
The registration process starts with applying an initial spatial transformation to the moving volume in order to superpose volumes mass centers (mainly a translation). The translations and rotations parameters of this transform are refined according to the metric value until an optimal matching is reached. The metric compares randomized pixel intensities from a reference image to homologous pixels in the transformed moving image. The chosen metric is the Mean Squares Difference Metric: Error! A i , B i : ith pixel intensity of Image A and Image B N: number of pixels considered This value must be minimized to obtain an optimal registration, 0 being the absolute minimum. This metric has the advantage of a large but limited capture radius (about 90°), and so, does not need for an accurate initial orientation. The process stops when convergency criteria are reached. Patient and allograft volumes are merged with a visualization software, Volview (Version 2.0.5, Kitware Inc., NY, USA). It provides 3D and 2D visualization attributing different colors to the volumes (Fig. 1a, b) . In the case of osteochondral pelvic graft, the congruency between allograft's acetabulum and patient's femoral head can be assessed.
This technique enables a 3D reconstruction image showing femoral head in the patient's acetabulum.
Image post-processing
Since metric value has no unit and is arbitrary, any conclusion can be made upon this base. So, we looked for a method to quantify registration result. Even if the registration result is first visual, we looked for a method to quantify it. We found that estimate mismatching volume between allograft and patient gives a good idea about graft quality. Transformed allografts and patient volumes were binarized setting bone pixels at '1' and all other pixels at '0'. Simple difference image (Fig. 1c ) is computed and a voxel counting permitted to get mismatching volume between patient and each available allografts. The lowest result was chosen as the optimal allograft. This choice is ratified by measuring distances on homologous points on allograft and host bone such as anterior superior iliac spine or acetabulum diameter.
Results
Three hemi-pelvic allografts were chosen with this method. For two of them, an excellent visual matching was obtained between several allografts and patient's host bone. In these cases, mismatching volume estimation permitted to decide between allografts visually matching host bone. For the third hemi-pelvis, a perfect matching was not possible due to the lack of available allografts in our bone bank. In this case, mismatch in terms of dimensions and curvature difference of the iliac wings had been studied preoperatively. The surgeon was aware of these particularities and could adapt the reconstruction. A good quality osteosynthesis was however possible. Three other grafts were chosen for special cases. One case consisted in checking wether a left clavicle could be used to replace a right clavicle in term of shape. Registration permitted to confront their curvature. One young patient needed an ankle graft. In that case, registration was used to compare tibio-talar articular surfaces from patient and fresh allograft available to restore the best rotating center. The last case consisted in choosing a right femoral medial condyle. Optimal matching was needed in the anterior part of the femur to restore the femoro-patellar joint. Perfect matching permitted to keep patient's femoral (Fig. 2) head and avoid total hip replacement for that teenager. 
Discussion
This preliminary work shows an example of pre-operative 3D planning for complex reconstruction surgery. Nowadays, limbsparing surgery is generally preferred than amputative surgery. For massive bone allograft transplantation the bone bank should propose the best available allograft since a significant mismatch may increase technical difficulties of an already demanding surgery. This report describes a procedure to match the graft and the patient using 3D registration and visual superposition. This registration method is very useful for complex tridimensional bone. It can be applied to a larger scale of bones and so improve bone banking procedure. The method is a promising tool in reconstructive / oncologic surgery to select the best available bone allograft .
Further improvement should include and validate a quantified parameter to measure the quality of matching. Secondly, when the resection volume is limited to only a part of the bone (which is often the case) the matching should be focused on a limited part of the graft.
and the bone was cut according to the template's conical inner rim with an oscillating saw. The biodegradable implant was then inserted and stabilised with a single titanium miniplate running in a frontal plane. Analgesics, local disinfectants and antibiotics were applied postoperatively for 3 days. The animals were sacrificed, considering the degradation times of PLLA, after 2, 9, 12 and 18 months. Besides the clinical follow-up the implants and the surrounding tissues were analyzed postmortally by computer tomography (CT), macroscopic examination and microscopy including scanning electron microscopy focusing on the degradation processes and the corresponding ingrowth of new bone and the foreign body reaction [6] .
Results
These first in vivo experiments verify that the castrated adult male sheep is a very suitable animal model for large individual craniectomies and corresponding cranioplasties. So far the development of a new bone replacement material for large and complex cranial defects is supported very well by this model using semiindividual templates for resection and implants for reconstruction. Their gradient in composition and porosity meets the biological requirements of bone ingrowth rate, degradation rate, osteoconductivity, and mechanical stability [7] . No sheep operated so far showed major adverse effects of the cranioplasty during the follow-up period of 2-18 months. In this respect both our concept of graded biodegradable composite implants and the new animal model with individual computer-planned critical-size defects and simultaneous cranioplasty yield an excellent basis for further studies and future developments in many respects. The use of the TICC-processing chain will allow the individual prefabrication of these implants with the same functional and aesthetic advantages which individual prefabricated titanium implants already show clinically at present.
Discussion and conclusion
The new animal model proved to be reliable and very suitable for large individual craniectomies and cranioplasties. The formation of new bone from the dural layer of the meninges corresponded well to the degradation of the porous inner layer of the implants whereas the skull contour was stabilised by the compact outer layer with a slower degradation rate over the follow-up period. After 18 months the large defect was bridged by new bone. Both the implant material and the new animal model offer new perspectives for bone replacement materials and their application dependend design. For clinical applications at the calvarium, important first steps have been made successfully.
A step towards biomechanical analysis of surgeon's gesture on Adams-LifeMOD platform Abstract This paper presents a first step towards an implementation of surgeon's muscle-skeleton model for surgeon's gesture analysis in laparoscopy. This analysis represents a tool to assess surgical skills, to study ergonomics of surgical instruments and to define and design engineering specifications and requirements for surgical robotic system. Students from medicine faculty and skilled surgeons were employed for an experimental session using a virtual laparoscopic simulator. Movement was acquired by means of an Optical Localization System and processed by means of the biomechanical software platform LifeMOD-Adams. Keywords Surgical gesture analysis AE Surgical training AE Biomechanics AE Modelling AE Simulation Fig. 2 Macrostructure of the biodegradable implant and microcomputertomography 
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Introduction
Since the laparoscopic technique has became widespread in the main surgical centers, several researchers have focused their interest in analyzing the surgeons' gesture. The finalities of these studies mainly concern understanding perceptual and mechanical properties of surgical gesture. First, objective metrics can be defined to assess surgical skills, distinguish between novice and expert surgeons and establish efficiency of training sessions [1] . Second, ergonomic study of instruments can be performed to verify the real advantage of using a specific instrument with respect to another and how handle interfaces influence the posture and the fatigue of surgeon [2] . Third, the engineering specifications and requirements of surgical robotic system can be defined to give a robot the skills required to perform surgical procedures [3] . In this context, different approaches have been used, including videotape analysis or movement analysis of instruments. However, to our best knowledge, nobody has tried to develop a full biomechanical analysis of surgeon. In a sense, our work draws on the world of rehabilitation and pursues some of its methodologies. The aim of this paper is to develop a first step towards a muscleskeleton model of surgeon during some phases of laparoscopic training, such that kinematics, dynamics and muscle analysis are performed by means of the biomechanical software platform LifeMOD-Adams.
Methods
Experimental Setup
Ten students from the medicine faculty at Pisa University and two expert surgeons from Department of Oncology of Pisa University were asked to perform an experimental session using a commercial virtual laparoscopic device, LapSIM Basic Skills 3.0 (Surgical Science AB, Sweden) and Virtual Laparoscopic Interface (VLI) (Immersion Corporation, USA). The session consisted in five cycles of the following exercises (Fig. 1a) : Navigation Instrument (NVI-In this exercise the subject has to reach, alternatively with right and left tip of the instruments, some balls appearing one at a time in the virtual scenario), Coordination (COO-The subject controls the camera with one hand to find a ball in the scenario and use an instrument with the other hand to move towards a target the balls, that appearing one at a time), Grasping (GRA-The subject has to reach, grasp and stretch, alternatively with right and left grasper of the instruments, some blood vessels appearing one at a time in the virtual scenario and move them towards a target), Lifting and Grasping (L&G-The subject use one instrument to lift an object with tissue-like properties and the other instrument to grasp and move toward a target a ring, placed below the object) and Cutting (CUT-The subject has to grasp the extremity of a vessel with one instrument and cut it with the other instrument, using an ultrasonic scissors, triggered by a foot pedal).
Instrumentations
The optical localization system Optotrak Certus (NDI) was used to acquire motion data at a sampling frequency of 60 Hz. It uses three cameras to localize the Cartesian coordinates of infrared markers (LEDs) standing in its workspace. Some tools were designed to bind the markers on the subjects' body. The markers were places according to the Adams ''plug-in-gait'' protocol (Fig. 1b) .
Results
Biomechanical model
The biomechanical model of subject was implemented in AdamsLifeMOD platform [4] . GeBOD anthropometric database was Fig. 1 In the left side the Virtual Laparoscopic Interface and the five exercises included in the experimental session. On the right side a subject performing exercise with markers attached on his body used to build the model body segment configuration (age, height, weight and sex). Value of joints stiffness and damping for upper body were chosen considering recent literature [5] [6] ; the lower body was not the core of this study, so its joints were set fixed. For posture configuration, the model was positioned into a configuration that fitted the task (Fig. 2a) . A set of motion agents were chosen and related to the corresponding Optotrak marker coordinates. A set of basic soft tissues (muscles) were created on the model and muscle parameters, such as physiological cross sectional area (pCSA) and maximum tissue stress were provided considering the tutorials of MSC Adams-LifeMOD. Finally an inverse-dynamics and forward-dynamic simulation were performed. During the first simulation, the motion agents drove the model to record the muscle contractile history; in the other one the muscle contractile history was used to produce the forces which reproduce the motion. The VLI model was also implemented (Fig. 2b) and the interaction between the laparoscopic instruments and the subject's hands were modeled as a spring simulating the weight of instruments.
Movement analysis
Both Figs. 2 and 3 are referred to a L&G exercise simulation. Figure 3 shows deltoid contraction and force for a student of the medicine faculty (Fig. 3a, c) and for a surgeon expert in laparoscopy (Fig. 3b, d ). This exercise is symmetric in the use of both right and left upper limbs, so that two rings are moved by left hand toward the target, and other two by right hands. Further the two couples of rings are placed symmetrically with respect to the centre of the scenario. The force exerted appear to be greater in student and can be correlated to the fact that the experience and the abilities of surgeon lead to a less energy consumption.
In Fig. 4 hand velocity for student and surgeon are presented. The phases of holding lifted the object (low velocity value) and moving the ring toward the target (high velocity value) alternatively appear in agreement with the completion of the exercise. In Figs. 3 and 4 , all the x-axis show the duration of exercise, emphasizing that the surgeon is really faster than student in completing exercise.
Conclusions
This work gets a preliminary picture of our work towards a complex biomechanical analysis of surgical gesture. A surgeon is considered as a mechanical system, with parts (limbs), joints (human joints), forces (muscles) and control system (neuromuscular system) and similarly is studied performing inverse and forward dynamics. This permits us, not only to evaluate skills of surgeons and distinguish between novices and experts, but also to assess loads on bones and fatigue on muscles, with the possibility to study ergonomics of surgical instruments and how they influence the posture and the fatigue of the surgeons. Future developments of our work include two important steps: tuning and improving the model parameters and developing a surgical instrument model. Choice of model parameters, such as joints stiffness and damping or muscle tone multiplier, maximum tissue stress and muscle resting load, is crucial because can influences behavior of model. Therefore it is necessary to refine the parameters, selecting them from different sets of parameters that must be compared to other experimental results or observed conditions. At moment a surgical instrument model has partially implemented and our limited hypothesis is that the interaction between hands of subject and the handles of the virtual laparoscopic simulator is modeled by a spring force that put in account the weight of instrument, varying with the distance between the handle and the mock-up. Abstract Surgical simulation of invasive operation with physicsbased soft tissue model requires massive computational complexity. Therefore, VR simulation which requires interactivity is hard to install on general computer. This study aims to provide an ablation simulator with haptic feedback. Previously proposed soft tissue rupture model employs FEM-based model for accurate calculation of deformation and force feedback. This paper proposes a simulation system on PC-cluster for hiding calculation delay. Application level speculative operation method which is for prediction of next soft tissue model states is proposed. Estimation of speculation performance indicates that the probability reduction parameters depending on employed simulation model are determinant to achieve interactive simulation. Keywords VR surgical simulator AE Ablation, PC-cluster, Speculation, FEM 1. Introduction Surgical training system is necessary for education and training surgical operation. The key of manipulation training is the sense of haptic feedback. Haptic feedback with soft tissue manipulation is required. Conventionally, several virtual reality (VR) based surgical training simulators were provided mainly for palpation simulation. On the other hand, conventional simulation models are not designed for simulation of invasive operations such as incision and ablation due to the difficulty of soft tissue fracture modelling [1] . The purpose of this study is to provide a haptic feedback system for surgical simulator onto invasive operations especially for ablation. Because conventional computer calculation resource which is provided by standard personal computers are not enough for physics-based simulation of ablation, soft tissue fracture model and massive calculation resources are required for simulation of ablation. PC-cluster is a convenient solution for applying massive calculation resources in low cost [2] . Previous this study provided a soft tissue fracture model which is designed ablation with two physical steps; deformation and rupture [3] . The model was implemented based on FEM. It was proved that the model can present reaction force with soft tissue deformation and rupture by the result of evaluation simulation. However, achievement of real-time simulation for interaction is difficult due to the huge computational complexity. This paper proposes a design of VR-based surgical training system with haptic feedback on distributed system such as PC-cluster for physics-based massive simulation.
Methods
Basically, using PC-cluster requires client-server architecture. Conventional PC-based simulator handles both user interface and physics-based simulation on one system. On the other hand, client-server architecture requires interface and core simulation separately. Client-server architecture based VR simulation is depends on the following three parts. The first is client side interpolation method for continuous interaction with force feedback. Server side calculation delay and network delay causes the data lack at demand. The second is server side physics-based simulation of soft tissue fracture. The proposed simulation model based on FEM requires stiffness matrix reconstruction at the simulation of soft tissue fracture after deformation. The stiffness matrix reconstruction which requires massive simulation mainly causes calculation delay. The third is task routing between user input and simulation result for managing massive simulation. The first part is not mentioned at this paper. The second part is provided by the previously proposed soft tissue fracture model. This paper proposes an application level speculative operation method for the third part of whole simulation for hiding calculation delay of FEM-based simulation. Figure 1 illustrates the whole design and application level speculative operation method. The speculation is not dedicated to the prediction of user manipulation but to the prediction of soft tissue state which is statistically defined by constructed matrix. The server side system consists of front-end and backend. The matrix selector as a task router for front-end service consists of two threads; interactive redirection of prepared matrix demands, and background prediction of soft tissue state for matrix reconstruction. The frontend system views each backend node as independent simulators. The front-end system issues speculation query to backend. The backend system calculates matrix construction with parameters including in the query. Theoretically, the speculation method would work if the matrix which has a state of fractured soft tissue has been prepared before the matrix is demanded. However, the matrix preparation of whole fractured soft tissue matrix patterns is realistically impossible due to the restriction of computational resources especially for the simulation node at backend service. Therefore, reduction methods should be developed for decreasing speculation branch which is the possible patterns of fractured soft tissue state. The Fig. 1 Speculative operation method on the server-side of PCcluster speculation branch reduction method completely depends on the employed simulation model. At this paper, the method is designed for the previously proposed soft tissue model. The proposed reduction method is probability based reduction which is considered with depth and pattern of fracture. Depth is defined as a continuous manipulation state which makes prediction easy. Pattern is defined by shear stress distribution which can be calculated while deformation. Because the previously proposed model adopts FEM, stress distribution can be calculated while simulation of deformation. Both reduction methods dedicate to reduce the probability of simulation and it will make possible to perform the speculation on PC-cluster (Fig. 2) .
Results
Feasibility of the proposed speculation method is estimated. Tendency of prediction, speculation hit ratio performance and system response performances are assessed. Tendency of prediction is estimated by depth and pattern analysis relation between stress distributions. Fracture element is predicted by stress distribution related to user's manipulation. Speculation hit ratio performance is estimated by the combination of provisory variable value. Speculation performance is given by expected value which is calculated with probability and time. Time is the condition of response time of simulation. Hit ratio which consists of hit or miss is an instance of probability. A slab model is applied for hit ratio estimation. Every variables and values are summarized in Table 1 .
This estimation assumes the most of simple case of branch reduction. Figure 3 illustrates the relation between the reduction parameters and the number of required processing units. The parameter map was estimated with the precondition as that hit ratio is 1.The reduction parameter is given by Depth and Pattern. The vertical line defines the limitation of speculation quality. The horizontal line defines the border between the actual and the theoretical requirement of the number of processing units. Both of the lines are variables on each simulation.
Conclusion
This paper proposes massive simulation system for VR-based surgical training system with FEM-based fracture simulation. The client-server architecture based system was employed. The speculation method on server-side simulation for hiding calculation delay was proposed. Probability branch reduction methods were provided for achievement of interactive simulation of invasive operation with force feedback. The estimation indicates that the soft tissue fracture model can be simulated in real-time on PCcluster system by applying proper combination of parameters. Fig. 2 Speculation branch reduction method depending on adopted simulation model Fig. 3 Definition of available parameters with depth and pattern reduction S180 Int J CARS (2007) 2 (Suppl 1):S160-S180
